
Utahraptor
By Android raptor

this model was designed out of my desire for another
bird base raptor. I am very fond of dr. Stephen
o’hanlon’s velociraptor, however giving it toes is an
issue and I wanted one with more utahraptor-like
proportions. this model resolves both issues I think.
enjoy!

1. begin with a bird base.



2. Fold a top point down.



3. turn the model over.



4. fold the side points as shown. crease.



5. open the points along the existing creases.



6. fold the model in half.



7. open the side and swing the side of the point in to
narrow. repeat on the other side.



8. step 7 complete.



9. lift the side point.



10. fold a bit of the bottom up. repeat on the back.



11. step 10 compete.



12. fold the point as shown. crease.



13. Inside reverse fold along the crease you made in
the last step.



14. reverse fold the point back up as seen.



15. pleat along the base of the point.



16. Take a bit of the top of the point you just pleated
and open it carefully.



17. step 16 in process.



18. step 16 almost competed from the bottom.



19. step 16 complete.



20. hinge fold the sides to form arms and narrow the
neck.



21. mountain fold like shown to form eyes and
nostrils.



22. valley fold the legs up as shown. crease.



23. unfold, open out the leg And fold up along the
crease made in the previous step.



24. fold the point down and to the side as shown.



25. Pull out the hidden paper at the bottom. swing the
point back over and repeat.



26. step 25 complete (sorry for the blurriness!).



27. close the leg and repeat steps 23-26 on the other
leg.



28. inside reverse fold the bottom points.



29. open out the bottom of the leg.



30. fold the flap down as shown.



31. collapse the point as shown.



32. reverse fold in-between the center to form toes.



33. step 32 complete.



34. repeat steps 28-33 on the other leg.



35. fold the side of the leg to narrow. repeat behind.



36. narrow the inner part of the legs with a petal
fold.



37. swing fold on both sides to narrow the tail.



38. step 37 complete.



39. swing fold up to narrow toes. repeat on the other
three sides.



40. Pleat the legs as shown.



41. reverse fold the toe as shown.



42. fold the toe back out. repeat on all but the
inner-most toes.



43. step 42 complete.



44. squash the innermost toes.



45. open the bottom and inside reverse fold the inner
flap as shown.



46. reverse fold the tail down, then back up.



47. and you finally have the completed utahraptor!
feel free to make a whole pack :p


